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GAS-X GDM with Best View – energy data at a glance

Transport and distribution system operators must be able to provide their metering data in increasingly short intervals 
and high quality. This requires a highly integrated and automated solution that covers all process aspects, ranging from 
remote meter reading to communication with authorised market partners. At the same time, regulatory requirements
(e.g. DVGW G 486 and G 586) and others (e.g. GaBi Gas, GeLi Gas) must be taken into account.

With GAS-X GDM, Sopra Steria off ers an established standard solution for remote meter reading, metering data processing and 
energy value determination for gas. GAS-X GDM provides data for the balancing process automatically and in hourly intervals. 
Additionally, monthly final data, based on the calorific value used for billing, is available in a fully integrated solution.

In addition to the integrated remote meter reading component, 
the system can be set up to communicate with any other type 
of data source, such as REKO or guidance systems. The 
integrated Best View component of GAS-X GDM continually 
provides values that have the highest possible quality in a given 
context. As soon as newer or more reliable data is available, 
the downstream processes are updated automatically. This 
ensures that the best possible values are used at any moment, 
not only for source quantities, but for calculated values of 
target quantities as well. The corresponding processes can be 
actively controlled by setting flexible rules and checks.

Eff icient energy data 
management with GAS-X GDM

Fig. 1: dashboard irregularity test

Metering locations in GAS-X GDM can be put in relation to one another in a number of ways. This allows for a flexible configuration 
of data aggregations for market locations or other purposes as well as automatic comparisons and plausibility checks between 
diff erent grid points. Configurable monitoring tools provide a comprehensive overview of the energy determination processes. Such 
tools include status and progress views for the value calculation processes as well as plausibility and anomaly detection checks.
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About Sopra Steria
Sopra Steria, a European leader in consulting, digital services and software development, helps its clients drive their digital 
transformation to obtain tangible and sustainable benefits. 45,000 experts in 25 countries provide end-to-end solutions to 
make large companies and organisations more competitive by combining in-depth knowledge of a wide range of business 
sectors and innovative technologies with a fully collaborative approach. Sopra Steria places people at the heart of everything 
it does and is committed to making the most of digital technology to build a positive future for its clients. 
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The advantages of gas data management with GAS-X GDM:

_ Management of metering locations and market locations, 
including flexible relationship assignments

_ Automated generation of substitute values in compliance  
with DVGW G 685, including audit-proof documentation

_ Wizard for manual generation of substitute values,  
including audit-proof documentation

_ Calculation of mixed calorific values across multiple levels, 
including tolerance checks and documentation

_ Consistency checks according to DVGW G 685

_ Correction of k-coefficient values according to DVGW G 486 
(average compressibility parameters, GERG, AGA8),  
including divergence and hydrocarbon criterion checks

_ Access to multiple data sources per quantity to use as basis 
for the Best View procedure

_ Data comparison at network interconnection points according 
to DVGW G 686

_ Integrated GasCalc library for calculation of CO2 emission 
factor and methane number

_ Configurable dashboards with drill-down functionality

_ Rule-based anomaly detection component

_ Integrated remote meter reading (RMR):
 • Direct access to the RMR raw data

 • Data retrieval via IP and modem

 • Support for DSfG standard and all common device  
  manufacturers

 • Retrieval of signed metering data according to DSfG,  
  including key retrieval and management as well as  
  signature checks

_ Support for additional data sources, such as REKO systems, 
guidance systems, MSCONS and SmartSim

_ Interfaces to revision systems

_ Incident management:
 • Monitoring of retrieval errors and data anomalies

 • Automated generation of task objects that serve to monitor  
  and document incident handling

 • Communication with audit service

_ Calculation of technical balances

_ Flexible event- or time-controlled exports for downstream 
processes and market communication (MSCONS)

_ Support for high-availability and scaling scenarios

GAS-X GDM is a module of the GAS-X product family. Additional 
modules are available, e.g. to cover related processes of  
transport network operators (balancing, capacity management 
and billing, marketing and nomination) or to access the  
Sopra Steria AI platform cpX.AI.


